
 

 

Comparative 

Compare what these texts say about honesty and deceit. 

‘Year of Wonders’ by Geraldine Brooks presents a society trying to cope with the mystery of 

the bubonic plague. ‘The Crucible,’ portrays the town of Salem overcome with the paranoia 

of persecution. As both communities struggle to survive, some people remain true to 

themselves- Anna Frith and Proctor-  whilst others deceive people for self-gain or 

unconsciously fool themselves as they become entangled in perverted religious beliefs. 

Both texts portray individuals deceiving others in self-interest. In ‘The Crucible,’ Abigail’s 

abuse of the truth when viewed through feminist lenses, can be seen as a by-product of a 

society that believes that ‘children were anything but thankful to be able to walk 

straight…mouths shut until bidden speak.’ Abigail realises that through witch accusations 

she could unfetter herself from the restraints of a patriarchal society. Her newly gained 

autonomy is highlighted through Miller’s simile that wherever she walks the crowd ‘will part 

like the sea of Israel.’ The biblical analogy emphasises how her influence has reached divine 

status. Though her reason for scapegoating Tituba, an African American, can also be viewed 

as act of self-defence against being accused of dancing in the woods. In a similar manner to 

Abigail exploiting people’s ‘ugly thoughts and evil doubtings of one and another’ for self-

preservation, Anys Gowdie lies. On the verge of being lynched by a hysterical mob, Anys 

declares that she has seen their wives lying with the Devil. Her actions immediately cause 

mass violence towards the wives, similar to how Tituba is whipped by Paris to reveal the 

‘truth.’ Also, comparable to Abigail tricking Salemites into believing her accusations in order 

to obtain personal agency, Aphra exploits the villagers of Eyam financially. Aphra creates 

charms and tells those ‘desperate and credulous midnight whisperings and [make them] pay 

their last mite…for worthless amulets.’ Both Miller and Brooks demonstrate that people 

resort to lying when under pressure or distort the truth for self-gain. Though as the power 

obtained by individuals from lies is fleeting both texts advise against influence obtained 

through deceit.  

Miller and Brooks portray characters who are victims of deceiving themselves. Both authors 

seem to encourage an ideological paradigm shift towards logic as religious beliefs become 

obsolete. Hale, a reverend, who came into the village ‘like a bridegroom to his 

beloved…bearing gifts of high religion’ disregards all remnants of naïve faith ‘when faith 

brings blood’ as he sees innocents sentenced to death via false accusation. He shouts in 

defiance at this injustice- ‘I quit the court.’ Likewise, Mompellion arguably deceives himself 

into believing that he is God’s mouthpiece and that the plague is a ‘casket of gold, ‘ to ‘melt 

[them] to liquid to find the pure metal.’ Geraldine employs the metaphor of a crucible- a 

ceramic pot used to smelt metal- to compare the plague to an opportunity for the villagers 

to prove their mettle. Though this perceptive is seen as false when Anna considers the 

plague to ‘simply be a thing in nature, a stone on which we stub a toe’- an unfortunate 

event causing great anguish, but yet we walk on. Mompellion eventually realises the flaws in 

his belief after Elinor’s death. His ‘bible hits the floor with a dull thump, ‘to symbolise his 

disregard of faith. He comes to the epiphany that ‘his entire life, all he has said, all he has 



 

 

done, and all he has felt has been based upon a lie.’ The repetition in his monologue 

appears to reflect a distraught mind as he dawns on the possible falseness of his life’s 

purpose as a pastor. Though as Mompellion overcomes his setback by learning that ‘you 

don’t need to have faith in order to bring comfort to those who yet do.’ In contrast, Hale is 

perplexed by Proctor’s action to stand up for his name and does not see beyond his desire 

to save people continually by ‘signing [their] names to lie’ in the form of confessions. 

Mompellion’s renouncement of faith seems to reflect the movement from religious belief 

towards logic as during the seventeenth century Restoration Era. As Mompellion recovers 

from his loss of purpose, Brooks suggests that faith is not necessary to succeed. Though in 

the case of ‘The Crucible’ Hale is unable to regain his same enthusiasm as when he initially 

came to this village. Miller appears to suggest that our downfall can be caused by deceiving 

ourselves. 

As the protagonist are able to become stronger individuals by being honest to themselves. 

Brooks and Miller seem to endorse a maintenance of self-belief. John Proctor dies for his 

earthly name which he ‘cannot have another in his life,’ and so that he ‘can teach his 

children to walk like men in this world.’ Unlike those who confess to witchcraft, he remains 

honest. Miller’s epilogue- ‘Echoes down the corridor’- is symbolic in itself, representing the 

voices of those who had been lost in the witch-trials. In there Miller states that the 

accusations had been retraced decades later implying that Proctor’s sacrifice had a butterfly 

effect on the community of Salem. In comparison, the results of Anna Frith staying true to 

her desires to study medicine is more individualistic. Anna leaves Eyam, mounting Anderos 

‘unassisted, preferring an ungraceful scramble than to the touch of [Mompellion’s] hand.’ 

Anna can be seen as representing modern feminist paradigms as she exerts her 

independence, fleeing on Anderos- a symbol of male strength and autonomy. Her tenacity 

to pursue her liberty, venturing through the sea and being hunted by the Bradfords results 

in her fate in Oran, where she is able to act as a midwife, ‘bringing many safely through their 

labours…’ Through the success of those who are faithful to their values, Miller and Brooks 

seem to favour honest over deceit. Although Miller seems to suggest that individualist 

actions can have a chain effect, Brooks shows that the change is mainly on individual level. 

As both authors explore the contrived nature of the truth as people realise the falseness of 

their beliefs and as those creating lies gain authority, Miller and Brooks seem to emphasise 

the truth over deceit as characters suffer from their flawed perceptions are that those who 

thrive long-term or are able to beneficially change society are those who remain honest.  


